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Pots that talk of what lies beneath
Ceramist Jennifer Lee shows in London for the first time in five years

Under her workbench, Jennifer Lee has
an extraordinary collection of clay. There
are countless bags, each one labelled 
and each one a different combination 
of stoneware and metal oxides mixed by
the ceramist. Their number might be
impressive in itself, but what’s most
compelling is their history, with some
dating back to the early 80s. This is a
unique material archive that stretches
across the ceramist’s career. Perhaps
those acquainted with Lee’s vessels will
find the existence of this archive
unsurprising, only too aware that her
work speaks of time and subtleties.

The ceramist is presenting a new
series of pieces at Erskine Hall & Coe this
October, her first London show for 
five years. In the 16 vessels making up the
exhibition, visitors are treated to Lee’s
explorations of her coloured clays. Their

interactions and resonances – sometimes
subtle and sometimes strong – play across
her forms. 

Back at her workbench, Lee’s process
of making is highly intuitive. She begins
each piece with an outline of the clays 
she wants to use, and then starts building.
Lee’s work doesn’t contemplate a
distinction between surface and what’s
beneath, but instead tectonic shifts of 
the different clays meeting each other: 
‘I never think of them as having surfaces.
There’s an exterior and an interior of 
the vessels and they’re doing different
things, but it’s all about “through” for 
me, it’s not a surface.’ 

The vessels are hand-built from
flattened coils. Lee makes around 18 pieces
a year; her process is slow, laboured even,
but as she explains, ‘That’s not how I want
them to appear at the end. Twenty years

ago I was making them more quickly,
perhaps less refined. And while it’s not
about refinement I want to make them
precise, I want them to be… right.’

Next year, Lee is breaking the routine of
making work for exhibitions by spending
two months at Shigaraki, a centre of
ceramics in Japan (where such ceramists
as Alison Britton, Carol McNicoll and the
late Gwyn Hanssen Pigott also spent time).
Not only will she be working in another
clay, but Lee plans to work more quickly,
taking advantage of the opportunity to
create work in a different environment.
And while she’ll be taking a few trusted and
worn tools, her archive of clays will go
intriguingly untouched. 
Jennifer Lee is showing at Erskine, Hall & Coe,
15 Royal Arcade, 28 Old Bond Street, London
W1S 4SP, from 9 October – 1 November.
www.erskinehallcoe.com

From left to right: Speckled
Shale, Flashing Granite
Bands, 12.5 x 11.8 cm;
Speckled Shale, Haloed
Granite Bands, Tilted Shelf,
29.8 x 19.5 cm; Dark, Three
Traces, Burnt Flash, Tilted,
21.6 x 14.6 cm. All work by
Jennifer Lee, hand-built
coloured stoneware, 2012-13
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